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The initial value problem
iut+2u=nu, u: Rd_R [ C, n: Rd_R [ R;
{gn=2( |u|2), g=2t &2; (ZS)(u, n, n* )(0)=(,, a, b).
was introduced by Zakharov [7] as a model for Langmuir turbulence in
a plasma. The wellposedness theory of the Zakharov system has recently
been improved. Local wellposedness below the energy space was shown in
[3] for d=1, 2, 3. Ginibre, Tsutsumi, and Velo [5] reduced the regularity
requirements for local wellposedness in d=1, 2, 3, and established results
for d4.
The system ZS is naturally generalized to
iut+2u=nf ( |u|2) u;
{gn=2(F( |u|2)), F $= f, F(0)= f (0)=0; (GZS)(u, n, n* )(0)=(,, a, b)
upon replacing n |u|2 by nF( |u| 2) in the Hamiltonian
H(u, u , n, V)=| ( |{u|2+ 12 (n2+|V | 2)+n |u|2) dx. (0.1)
The restricted case F(s)=sm in GZS will be called ZSm . Let H_(Rd) be the
triple of function spaces H__H_&1_H _&2. A function g # H s if there exists
a vector field V : Rd  Rd such that g={ } V and &g&H s=&V&Hs+1 . Reasons
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for considering this generalization are discussed in the remarks below. The
main results of this note are analogous to those obtained for ZS in [3].
Theorem 1. ZSm on Rd, d=1, 2, is locally wellposed in H sd, m_L2_H &1
with sd, m<1 for all m # N.
Theorem 2. Suppose for some s1, the initial data (,, a, b) satisfies the
regularity condition (,, a, b) # _<s H_ . Then the solution (u(t), n(t)) of
ZSm valid on the time interval [0, T) guaranteed by Theorem 1 also satisfies
(u(t), n(t), n* (t)) # _<s H_ for t # [0, T ).
The flexibility of the argument presented in [3] is exploited to absorb
the extra factors in ZSm for m>1. The key idea is that for s near d2, the
H s norm nearly controls the L norm and the extra factors cause little
harm in the Ho lder applications. Theorems 1 and 2 imply corresponding
statements for polynomial F.
Remark 1. Added and Added [1] demonstrated global solutions to
ZS1 on R2 by using the estimate
&u&L (R2)&u&H 1(R2) (log[1+&u&H 2 (R 2)])12 (0.2)
due to Brezis and Gallouet [4]. This approach does not extend to the
cases m>1.
Remark 2. The initial value problem GZS is formally related to the
nonlinear Schro dinger equation
iut+2u=&F( |u|2) f ( |u| 2)u. (NLS)
Upon replacing g by gc=c&22t &2 and sending the wavespeed c  ,
GZS collapses to NLS. The NLS equation is ubiquitous in wave propaga-
tion problems. Therefore, mathematical results which distinguish GZS from
NLS are important in determining the applicability of NLS as a model for
physical behavior. The wellposedness result is a first step toward studying
this limit with more general nonlinearities.
Remark 3. The initial value problem
{iut+2u=&|u|
2m |u|2(m&1) u
u(0)=,
(NLSm)
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is invariant under the dilation
u*(x, t)=*1(2m&1)u(*x, *2t). (0.3)
The quantity &u*(t)&H4 :m (Rd ) is independent of * provided
:m=
d
2
&
1
2m&1
. (0.4)
The scaling invariance sometimes1 identifies [2, 6] the interface between
illposedness and wellposedness: For s>:m , NLSm is wellposed, while for s<:m ,
NLSm is illposed. The system ZSm does not possess a dilation invariance.
A new notion of criticality for the Zakharov system ZS was recently introduced
in [5]. This notion suggests ZS is wellposed in H s_H__H_&1 for s>8m, d ,
_>8m, d& 12 where
8m, d=
d
2
&
3
4m&2
, (0.5)
Demonstrating illposedness below 8m, d and clarifying the gap between sm, d
and 8m, d are issues for further investigation.
Under appropriate smallness conditions on the initial data (depending
upon m and d ), there is a priori H1 control on solutions of ZSm
&u(t), n(t), n* (t)&H1_H 2_H &1C, \t. (0.6)
When (0.3) holds, an iteration of the local result Theorem 1 implies global
wellposedness. The possibility of exploiting (0.6) as a globalizing estimate
is one reason for proving Theorem 1.
1. THE MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ZS2
We collapse the discussion to ZS2 on R2 and discuss the extension to the
other cases later. The initial value problem ZS2 is equivalent to solving the
integral equation
u(t)=S(t) ,&i |
t
0
S(t&{)
_([g&12( |u|4)({)+W({)(a, b)]( |u| 2 u)({)) d{. (1.1)
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1 There are exceptions to this guiding principle.
Here S, g&1, W are the solution operators to the free Schro dinger, forced
linear wave and free wave equations, respectively. The contribution S(t) ,
is well understood. Define the space Xs, b with the norm
&u&Xs, b=\|| (1+|k|2)2s (1+|*+|k| 2| )2b |u^(k, *)| 2 dk d*+
12
. (1.2)
The main contribution to the Xs, b norm arising from the integral term in
(1.1) may be expressed2
|
k=7i=1 ki
*=7i=1 *i
|k| s d(k, *)
|*+|k|2| 1&b
|k1+ } } } +k4 |
|(*1+ } } } +*4)\|k1+ } } } +k4 | |
‘
7
j=1
|kj |&s c(kj , *j)
|*j\|kj |2|b
(1.3)
|
*=\|k1+ } } } +k4 |+*5+*6+*7
7i=1 ki
(same) (1.4)
|
*=\|k 1|+*5+*6+*7
k=k1+k5+k6+k7
|k| s d(k, *)
|*+|k| 2|1&b
w(k1) ‘
7
j=5
|k j |&s c(kj , * j)
|* j\|kj | 2| b
. (1.5)
The goal is to prove that (1.3), (1.4) are bounded by
C &d&L2 &c&7L2 (1.6)
and (1.5) is bounded by
C &d&L2 &w&L2 &c&3L2 . (1.7)
The initial data (a, b) enter in through w. Modifications of the arguments
in [3] then imply Theorem 1 in the restricted case ZS2 on R2.
2. ESTIMATION OF (1.3), (1.4) FOR ZS2
The following a priori estimates related to the linear Schro dinger equation
are used in controlling the main contributions:
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2 The \ choice in |*i\|ki | 2| is (&1) i. Denominator expressions are bounded away from
zero, we write | } | for 1+| } | to save space.
"| a(k, *)(1+|*+|k| 2| )2((12)&(1p))+ ei(k } x+*t) dk d*"L pxt C &a&L2 ;
2p4 (2.1)
"| a(k, *)(1+|*+|k| 2| ) (12)(1&(2q))+ ei(k } x+*t) dk d*"LtqL2x C &a&L2 ;
2q (2.2)
"| a(k, *)(1+|k| ) (1&(2q))+ ei(k } x+*t) dk d*"Lt2Lqx C &a&L2 ;
2q (2.3)
"| a(k, *)(1+|k| )s (1+|*+|k|2| ) (1&(2q)&(s2))+ ei(k } x+*t) dk d*"Lqxt C &a&L2 ;
4q, 1&
4
q
s1&
2
q
. (2.4)
Remark 4. There are corresponding estimates for the R1 problem.
Moreover, since H12(R) nearly embeds in L(R), the discussion below can
be improved for the d=1 problem.
First, consider (1.3). We may assume |k1 |=max( |k1 |, |k2 |, |k3 |, |k4 | ).
We consider separately the regions |k1 |max( |k5 |, |k6 |, |k7 | ) and |k1 |<
max( |k5 |, |k6 |, |k7 | ) and in their subregions3 |k1 |>>max( |k2 |, |k3 |, |k4 | ),
|k1 |tmax( |k2 |, |k3 |, |k4 | ) we consider various maximum occurrences
implied by arithmetical properties of the denominator expressions. In
particular,
max( |(*1+ } } } +*4)\|k1+ } } } +k4 | |, |*1+|k1 |2| , ..., |*4&|k4 | 2| )
- | |k1 |2&|k2 |2+|k3 | 2&|k4 |2 |k1+ } } } +k4 | |. (2.5)
max( |(*1+ } } } +*4)\|k1+ } } } +k4 | |, |*1+|k1 |2| , ...,
|*7+|k7 |2|, |*+|k|2|, |k5 |2, |k6 | 2, |k7 |2)
- |k1+ } } } +k4 |2 (2.6)
provided, say, |k1+ } } } +k4 |>10. These are verified using the triangle
inequality and elementary estimates.
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3 Notice that max( |k2 |, |k3 |, |k4 | ) generalizes |k2 | and max( |k5 |, |k6 |, |k7 | ) generalizes |k3 |
in the case structure of Section 4 in [3].
Case 1. |k1 |max( |k5 |, |k6 |, |k7 | ).
Case 1.1. |k1 |>>max( |k2 |, |k3 |, |k4 | ).
Choose b= 12
+. We have |k1 |t |k1+ } } } +k4 | and |k1 |- |k|. Also, (2.5)
implies the maximum dominates |k1 |2.
Case 1.1.1. |(*1+ } } } +*4)\|k1+ } } } +k4 | |- |k1 | 2.
Estimate (1.3) by4
|
d(k, *)
|*+|k| 2| (12)&
c(k1 , *1)
|*1+|k1 | 2| (12)
+ ‘
7
i=2
|k i | &s c(k i , *i)
|*i\|ki |2| b
. (2.7)
Then estimate with L4&xt L
4
xt >
7
i=2 L
12+
xt .
Case 1.1.2. |*1+|k1 |2|- |k1 |2.
Estimate (1.3) by
|
d(k, *)
|*+|k| 2| (12)&
c(k1 , *1)
|*1+|k1 | 2|0
+ ‘
7
i=2
|ki |&s c(ki , * i)
|*i\|k i |2|b
. (2.8)
which we estimate with L4&xt L
2
xt >
7
i=2 L
24+
xt .
Case 1.1.3. |*2&|k2 |2|- |k1 |2.
We estimate
|
d(k, *)
|*+|k|2| (12)&
c(k1 , *1)
|*1+|k1 | 2| (12)
+
|k2 | &s c(k2 , *2)
|*&|k2 | 2| (12)
+ ‘
7
i=3
|ki | &s c(ki , * i)
|* i\|ki |2|b
. (2.9)
by L8t L
2
xL
4
xtL
2
t L
8
x >
7
i=3 L
40
xt . The remaining subcases are symmetric.
Case 1.2. |k1 |tmax( |k2 |, |k3 |, |k4 | ).
So (2.5) is no longer useful and we use (2.6). The cases other than
|*+|k|2, |, [ |kj |2]7j=5 are handled as above. Assume without loss of
generality that |k1 |t |k2 |=max( |k2 | , |k3 | , |k4 | ). We then have |k1 |t
|k2 |- |k1+ } } } +k4 |.
Case 1.2.1. |*+|k|2|- |k1+ } } } +k4 | 2.
Estimate (1.3) by
| d(k, *)
c(k1 , *1)
|*1+|k1 |2| (12)
+
|k2 |&s
& c(k2 , *2)
|*2&|k2 |2| (12)
+ ‘
7
i=3
|ki | &s c(ki , * i)
|* i\|ki | 2|b
(2.10)
and use L2xtL
4
xt L
24
xt >
7
i=3 L
24
xt .
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4 We drop the convolution constraints from the integral during the discussion of (1.3).
Case 1.2.2. |k5 |- |k1+ } } } +k4 |.
Using |k1 |t |k2 |- |k1+ } } } +k4 |. Estimate (1.3) by
|
d(k, *)
|*+|k| 2| (12)&
c(k1 , *1)
|*1+|k1 |2| (12)
+
|k2 | &(2s&1) c(k2 , *2)
|*2&|k2 |2| (12)
+
_ ‘
7
i=3, i{5
|ki |&s c(ki , *i)
|*i\|ki | 2|b
c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 |2| (12)
+ (2.11)
and use L4&xt L
4
xtL
20+
xt (>
7
i=3, i{5 L
20
xt ) L
4
xt . The remaining cases are handled
similarly.
Case 2. |k1 |<max( |k5 |, |k6 |, |k7 | ).
Let |k7 |=max( |k5 |, |k6 |, |k7 | ) without loss of generality. So |k1 |<|k7 |
implying |k| |k7 | and |k1 |- |k1+ } } } +k4 |.
Case 2.1. |k1 |>>max( |k2 |, |k3 |, |k4 | ).
So (2.5) gives control on |k1 | 2- |k1+ } } } +k4 | 2.
Case 2.1.1. |(*1+ } } } +*4)\|k1+ } } } +k4 | |- |k1 | 2.
Estimate as in (2.7) with the indices 1 and 7 switched.
Case 2.1.2. |*1+|k1 |2|- |k1 |2.
Estimate by
|
d(k, *)
|*+|k| 2| (12)&
|k1 |&s c(k1 , *1)
|*1+|k1 |2| 0
+ ‘
6
i=2
|ki | &s c(k i , *i)
|*i\|ki |2| (12)
+
c(k7 , *7)
|*7+|k7 | 2| (12)
+
(2.12)
and use L8t L
2
x L
2
t L
8
x (>
6
i=2 L
40
xt ) L
4
xt . The remaining cases are similar.
The consequence is that
(1.3)C &d&L2 &c&72 (2.13)
for b- 12 and s1.
The flexibility in the estimates allows for an extra Lqt factor, for q
sufficiently big, in the Ho lder applications. Therefore the localization argu-
ment of Section 6 in [3] may be used to adapt the previous arguments to
treat (1.4). We have, then, for appropriate b- 12 and s1
"|
t
0
S(t&{)(g&12( |u|4)({) |u|2 u({)) d{"Xs, b C &u&
7
Xs, b
. (2.14)
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Moreover, the denominators are not fully used so at least one of the factors
&u&Xs, b in (2.14) may be replaced by &u&Xs, b&# for some numerical #>0
independent of the choice b- AAB12. Also, the estimate is multilinear.
3. ESTIMATION OF (1.5) FOR ZS2
We estimate (1.5) by modifying the arguments from [3] for ZS1 on R2.
The regions |k1|max( |k5 |, |k6 |, |k7 | ) and |k1|>>max( |k5 | , |k6 |, |k7 | ) are
considered separately. Within each region, the appropriate denominator
expressions are ordered by size and the analysis is pivoted upon the secAAd
largest denominator.
By symmetry, we may assume |k7 |=max( |k5 | , |k6 | , |k7 | ).
Case 1. |k1|max( |k5 | , |k6 | , |k7 | ).
Since k=k1+k5+k6+k7 , we have |k| |k7 |. Substituting the convolu-
tion constraints for k7 , *7 and calculating without using duality gives
\| 1|*+|k| 2 |2(1&b) _|56 |k1 w(k1)
|k5 |&s c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 |2|b
|k6 |&5 c(k6 , *6)
|*6&|k6 |2| b
_
c(k&k1&k5&k6 , * |k1|&*5&*6)
|* |k1|&*5&*6+|k&k1&k5&k6 |2|b
dk1 d56&
2
dk d*+
12
. (3.1)
CauchySchwarz on the k1-integral and Lemma 7.11 from [3] give
\| 1|*+|k| 2| 2(1&b) } |56
|k5 | &s c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 |2|b
|k6 |&s c(k6 , *6)
|*6&|k6 |2|b
_F (k&k5&k6 , *&*5&*6) }
2
dk d*+
12
(3.2)
where
F (k, *)={| w2(k1) c2(k&k1, * |k1| ) dk1=
12
. (3.3)
We estimate (3.2) by duality:
|
*=*5+*6+*7
k=k5+k6+k7
d(k, *)
|*+|k|2| 1&b
|k5 | &s c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 |2|b
|k6 |&s c(k6 , *6)
|*6&|k6 |2|b
F (k7 , *7).
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Finally, we estimate with L4&xt L
8+
xt L
8+
xt L
2
xt . Note that
&F&L2xt&c&2 &w&2 . (3.4)
Case 2. |k1|>>max( |k5 | , |k6 | , |k7 | )=|k7 | .
Therefore, |k1|t |k| and the convolution constraints imply
max( |*+|k|2|, |*5+|k5 |2| , |*6&|k6 |2|, |*7+|k7 |2| )- |k|2. (3.5)
The denominator expressions may be used to cancel |k| s.
Case 2.1. |*+|k|2|- |k|2.
Assume
2(1&b)>s. (3.6)
Estimate (1.5) by
|
*=\|k1|+*5+*6+*7
k=k1+k5+k6+k7
d(k, *) w(k1)
|k5 |&s c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 | 2|b
_
|k6 |&s c(k6 , *6)
|*6&|k6 | 2|b
|k7 |&s c(k7 , *7)
|*7+|k7 |2|b
. (3.7)
Apply |k7 |&s<|k5 |&s2 |k6 |&s2. CauchySchwarz and the lemma from [3]
lead to
|
*=*5+*6+*7
k=k5+k6+k7
d(k, *)
|k5 | &3s2 c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 | 2|b
|k6 | &32 c(k6 , *6)
|*6&|k6 |2|b
F (k7 , *7). (3.8)
This is estimated in L2xtL

xt L

xt L
2
xt .
Case 2.2. |*5+|k5 |2|- |k| 2.
We estimate (1.5) by
|
*=\|k1|+*5+*6+*7
k=k1+k5+k6+k7
d(k, *)
|*+|k|2|1&b
w(k1)
|k5 | &3s2 c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 |2|b&s2
_
|k6 |&3s2 c(k6 , *6)
|*6&|k6 |2| b
c(k7 , *7)
|*7+|k7 |2|b
. (3.9)
where we have used |k7 |=max( |k5 | , |k6 | , |k7 | ).
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The lemma from [3] leads to
|
*=*5+*6+*7
k=k5+k6+k7
d(k, *)
|*+|k|2|1&b
|k5 | &3s2 c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 |2|b
|k6 |&3s2 c(k6 , *6)
|*6&|k6 |2|b
F (k7 , *7).
(3.10)
which we estimate in L&t L
2
xL
2+
t L

x L

xt L
2
xt . Case 2.3 is similar.
Case 2.4. |*7+|k7 |2|- |k| 2.
Estimate (1.5) by
|
*=\|k1|+*5+*6+*7
k=k 1+k5+k6+k7
d(k, *)
|*+|k|2|1&b
w(k1)
|k5 |&s c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 | 2|b
_
|k6 |&s c(k6 , *6)
|*6&|k6 |2|b
|k7 |&s c(k7 , *7)
|*7+|k7 |2| b&s2
. (3.11)
Substitute the convolution constraints in for k6 , *6 . The CauchySchwarz
argument, Lemma 7.11 from [3], leads to
|
*=*5+*6+*7
k=k5+k6+k7
d(k, *)
|*+|k|2| 1&b
|k5 | &s c(k5 , *5)
|*5+|k5 |2|b
F (k6 , *6)
|k7 |&s c(k7 , *7)
|*7+|k7 |2|b&s2
.
(3.12)
Since |*7+|k7 | s| is the max in (3.5), we have
|*7+|k7 |2| b&s2|k|1
&2&s2 |*+|k|2|b&1&2. (3.13)
Applying (3.13) to (3.12) gives
|
*=*5+*6+*7
k=k5+k6+k7
|k | s2&1&2 d(k, *)
|*+|k |2|1+2
|k5 |&s c(k5 , *5)
|*5&|k5 | 2|b
F (k6 , *6) |k7|&s c(k7 , *7)
which can be estimated to be Lt L
2+
x L

xtL
2
xtL
2
t L
&
x .
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The conclusion is that
(1.5)C &d&L2 &w&L2 &c&32 (3.14)
for appropriate b- 12 and s1 satisfying 2(1&b)>s. Therefore, for such b,
s, we have the estimate
"|
t
0
S(t&{)(W({) |u|2 u({)) d{"Xs, b C &W&L2 &u&
3
Xs, b
. (3.15)
It can be easily checked that the denominators were not fully used and that
the estimate is multilinear. Simple modifications of the arguments in
Sections 5, 9, 10 of [3] exploiting the estimates (3.21) and (2.14) prove the
regularity and wellposedness result for ZS2 on R2 contained in Theorems 1
and 2.
4. ZSM FOR M3
The treatment of (1.3) and (1.5) for ZS2 depended upon a decomposition
of the region of integration and the estimates (2.1)(2.4). This decomposi-
tion naturally generalizes for ZSm . The extra factors are absorbed using
‘‘almost L’’ estimates, namely (2.1)(2.4) with p, q near . A brief discussion
of ZSm reveals the remaining steps for the general case.
The main contributions corresponding to (1.3), (1.5) are
|
*=i=1
4m&1 *i
k=i=1
4m&1 ki
|k| s d(k, *)
|*+|k| 2|1&b
|k1+ } } } +k2m |
|*1+ } } } +*2m |\|k1+ } } } +k2m |
_ ‘
4m&1
j=1
|kj |&s c(kj , *j)
|* j\|k j |2|b
(4.1)
|
*=\|k1|+*2m+1+ } } } +*4m&1
k=k1+k2m+1+ } } } +k4m&1
|k|2 d(k, *)
|*+|k|2| 1&b
w(k1) ‘
4m&1
j=2m+1
|k j |&s c(k j , *j)
|*j\|kj |2| b
.
(4.2)
For (4.1), we may assume |k1 |=max( |k1 |, ..., |k2m | ) and consider the
subregions |k1 |max( |k2m+1 |, ..., |k4m&1 |) and |k1 |<max(|k2m |, ..., |k4m&1 | ).
In their subregions |k1 |>>max(|k2 |, ..., |k2m | ) and |k1 |tmax( |k2 |, ..., |k2m | ),
maximum occurrences implied by denominator arithmetics are considered
and exploited.
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The generalizations of (2.5), (2.6) are
max( | |*1+ } } } +*2m |\|k1+ } } } +k2m | |, |*1+|k1 |2|, ..., |*2m&|k2m | 2| )
| |k1 |2&|k2 |2+ } } } &|k2m |2\| |*1+ } } } +*2m |\|k1+ } } } +k2m | | |
(4.3)
max( | |*1+ } } } +*2m |\|k1+ } } } +k2m | |, |*1+|k1 |2|, ...,
|*4m&1&|k4m&1 |2|, |k2m+1 |2, ..., |k4m&1 |2)
- |k1+ } } } +k2m |2. (4.4)
Consider a case analogous to Case 2.1.2 above. Suppose |k1 |<
max( |k2m+1 |, ..., |k4m&1 | )=|k4m&1 | and, since |k1 |=max(|k1 |, ..., |k2m | ) we
have |k4m&1 |>|k| and |k1 |- |k1+ } } } +k2m |. We consider the case where
the maximum in (4.3) is |*1+|k1 |2|. Estimate (4.1) by
|
*=i=1
4m&1 *i
k=i=1
4m&1 ki
d(k, *)
|*+|k|2| (12)&
|k1 |&s c(k1 , *1)
|*1+|k1 |2|0
+ ‘
4m&2
i=2
|ki |&s c(ki , *i)
|* i\|ki |2| (12)
+
c(k4m&1 , *4m&1)
|*4m&1+|k4m&1 |2| (12)
+ . (4.5)
Now estimate with L8t L
2
xL
2
t L
8
x(>
4m&2
i=2 L
8(4m&3)
xt ) L
4
xt . The remaining cases
are similar, leading to
(4.1)C &d&L2 &c&4m&12 (4.6)
with s1 and b- 12 where s depends upon m.
Similar modifications of the treatment of 1.5 for ZS2 above show
(4.2)C &d&L2 &w&L2 &c&2m&12 (4.7)
for s1 and b- 12 where s depends upon m.
These are the key estimates for proving wellposedness of ZSm on R2
below H1 . The rest of the proof follows [3].
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